ARTEMIS FOWL

TEST LEVEL 4

Name:

the six sentences that are true about Artemis Fowl.
1 Tick
1 Butler works for him.
2 He has a green hand.
3 He has the same name as his father.
4 He is a criminal.
5 He is a fairy.
6 He is huge.
7 He is looking for the Book.
8 He is twelve years old.
9 His girlfriend is a fairy.
10 His skin is very white.
/6

2 Match the questions with the answers. Draw lines between them.
1 What was Artemis Fowl’s plan?
a A special Book which held all their secrets.
2 What did fairies have?
b Because his father disappeared.
3 Which language was the Book written in?
c He wanted gold.
4 How did Artemis believe that he could
d In the early morning.
understand any alphabet or language?
e The old fairy language, called Gnommish.
5 When did Artemis and Butler arrive
f With today’s technology.
back at Fowl Manor?
6 Why did Artemis’s mother go to bed?
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3 Complete the text. Choose the correct words (a, b or c) for each gap.

The Irish Times
IRISH BUSINESSMAN LOST AT SEA
Artemis Fowl 1
First was on his
boat, Fowl Star, last week 2
a bomb
3
exploded. Mr Fowl
from Dublin to
Russia. There were 250,000 cans of cola
in the boat, which he was planning to
sell 4
the Russian people. The bomb

made a loud noise, which was 5
in
St Petersburg. Mr Fowl disappeared in the
explosion. Russian police have not found
6
bodies. Mr Fowl has a wife, Angeline,
and a son, Artemis Fowl the Second.

1 a a

b an

c the

2 a that

b when

c which

3 a travelled

b was travelling

c were travelling

4 a at

b for

c to

5 a heard

b hearing

c to hear

6 a any

b more

c some

/6

4 Complete the text. Choose the correct words. There are two extra words.
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officer

exploded

unlucky

magic

fairy

laws

underground

leader

Holly Short was lying in bed. She was very angry, even for a 1
. She was
2
thinking about Commander Root. Holly was the first woman Recon
in the
3
LEP, and Commander Root was
of the LEP. Life in Recon was dangerous,
and Commander Root did not want women on his squad.
“Well, that’s 4
for him,” thought Holly. “Because I’m staying!” She pushed
herself out of bed and into the shower. The good thing about life deep 5
was
that the water was always hot.
Holly felt low because her 6
was low. Every few years, fairies have to do the
Ritual to make their magic strong. But she was always too busy.
/6
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5 Complete the conversation. Choose the best answers (a–f) below. There are two
extra answers.
Foaly:
This is the troll.
1
Holly:
Foaly:
He’s around 180 kilograms, and he’s eaten two cows since he arrived above ground.
2
Holly:
Foaly:
I’ve got some things for you here. A watch. It has a signal. If you find him, we’ll find you.
		
I’ll put this camera in your helmet. Then I can see what you see, and I can hear you too.
3
Holly:
Foaly:
Yes, you’ll need a gun on this job. This is our latest one.
4
Holly:
a What about . . . ?
b Something is going to go wrong!
c Right.
d I don’t think so.
e I’m ready . . . I think.
f How big is he?

/4

6 Complete the sentences. Choose the correct options below.
1 The journey to the ground was hot, fast and very
.
2 A strong wind took Holly from the centre of the Earth through a
tunnel
3 The tunnel was much too
for a human.
4 Luckily, fairies are
humans.
5 Finally she arrived safely
ground.
6 The Italian night sky was
and small animals were busy in the long
grass around her.
1 easy
2 long
3 cold
4 not as strong as
5 above
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6 bright

frightening
short
hot
stronger than
below
dark
/6
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7 Read the questions about Chapter Five. Choose the correct answers (a, b or c).
1 What was Artemis’s biggest problem?
a Finding a fairy.
b Finding a troll.
c Finding his father.
2 What did Artemis have to help him?
a A book.
b A photo.
c A video.
3 Where do fairies go to do the Ritual?
a To a river.
b To a very old tree.
c To a young tree.
4 What must they push into the earth?
a A piece of paper.
b A sleeping pill.
c An acorn.
5 What do Artemis and Butler need to stay safe?
a A helmet.
b A screen.
c Sunglasses.
6 How does Butler catch the fairy?
a He catches her in his hand.
b He fires a dart at her.
c He shoots her with a gun.
/6
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8 Complete the sentences about Chapter Six. Use one, two, three or four words.
1 The fairy police
Captain Short.
2 Holly suddenly dropped her helmet. They lost the picture, but they
.
3 Commander Root discovered that Holly was using
.
4 He was shocked that these humans knew about
5 Luckily Holly’s
working.
6 Foaly
as they moved north at eighty kilometres an hour.
/6
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9 Correct these sentences. The bold words are incorrect.
1 Commander Root was flying around London, following Holly’s signal.

2 The signal started moving again, away from the city, up in the air!

3 The commander found the plane and flew down closer.

4 The ship was too new and thin for Foaly to see inside it with the computer.

5 There were lots of people on the ship, and it was dark.

6 There was a bomb on the ship, so the commander’s wings caught fire, and he died in the cold sea.

/6

10 For each question about Chapter Seven, choose the correct answer, A (Artemis),
B (Holly) or C (Juliet).
1 Who always has all the ideas?
A
B
C
2 Who was not feeling well?
A
B
C
3 Who had blonde hair and huge eyes?
A
B
C
4 Who has a brother called Butler?
A
B
C
5 Who must do what humans say?
A
B
C
6 Who had an acorn inside her shoe?
A
B
C
7 Who will be the first human to steal gold from a fairy?
A
B
C
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/7

11 Complete the sentences. Use adverbs formed from the adjectives in brackets.
1 “We get Holly. We clean the human memories. And we get back underground
(quick)
!”
2 The fairies in the Retrieval Squad hit their guns together (excited)
3 Root did not say sorry very often, but it was (deep)

a fairy was (part)
4 Twelve black fairies (sudden)
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5 “Their shields are vibrating too (fast)

for a human eye, but not for

the camera.”
6 Captain Kelp and his Retrieval Squad were moving (slow)
Fowl Manor.
7 “Are you all there, squad?” Kelp said, (quiet)

towards
, into his helmet radio.
/8

12 Complete the text. Choose the correct words (a, b, c or d).
Foaly turned 1 a at
b of
c on
d to

the time field. Root looked at the sky. A blue time field 2 a sits
b sat
c was sat
d has sat

above Fowl Manor. Outside the walls of Fowl Manor, 3 a life
b life’s
c live
d living

continued as normal. Inside, time

was not moving.
Commander Root could 4 a stop
b stopped
c stopping
d to stop

time for eight hours. He had eight hours to get Holly out

of Fowl Manor and clean all the human memories. After that, he knew that he 5 a have to
b may
c might
d must
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bio-bomb. A bio-bomb killed all living things. He did not want to kill 6 a anyone
b anything
c someone
d something

use a

, and he really

did not want to kill Holly, but maybe he did not have a choice.
/6
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13 Complete the text with the missing words.
It is time to meet a dwarf. A dwarf 1
loves to steal. His name is Mulch
2
Diggums. Actually, we
met him before. He was stealing things in the
police station in Haven City.
Mulch was a very naughty dwarf who loved to steal 3
human houses.
He dug tunnels into the houses, stole things and then sold them.
4
course, he lost his magic. This happens if you go into human houses
when you 5
not invited. But Mulch was not interested in magic. Dwarfs,
6
fairies, live a long time, and Mulch was lucky.

/6
14 Circle the correct prepositions.
1 “Leave it, Juliet. Check in / on / to the prisoner.”
2 He decided to turn the computers from / of / off and on again.
3 The safe was open, and there was a dwarf looking at / in / on a copy of the Book.
4 He turned down / to / up Holly’s screen. She was hitting her bed into the floor again.
5 “Juliet! Don’t go in / out / to the prisoner’s room!”
6 Mulch wanted to get out from / of / to the house quickly.
7 After a few hours the fairies could explode their bio-bomb, but Artemis was ready for / of / with that.
8 “We explode the bio-bomb, and he dies. Then we go back / near / out in to get the gold.”
/8

15 Put the information in the correct column.
Made him stay where he was.
Fell onto its back.
Hit its head.
Knocked him to the floor.
Picked him up.
Hit him on the nose.

What the Troll did to Butler

What Holly did to the Troll
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What Holly did to Artemis

Sent white light into its eyes.
Cut into him with its teeth.
Threw him over its head.

/9
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16 Answer the questions. Use words from the box.
fairy gold

time field

memories

bio-bomb

sleeping pills

heal

1 What is the LEP going to explode in Fowl Manor?

2 What does Artemis want?

3 What does Artemis think he can escape from?

4 What does Holly want to do to the humans?

5 What was in the drink Artemis gave Butler and Juliet?

6 What does Holly do for Artemis’s mother?

/6

17 Write the passive form of the sentences.
1 Someone wrote the book in the old fairy language, called Gnommish.

2 People heard the bomb in St Petersburg.

3 Someone made the walls, floors and ceiling of stone.
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4 We have finished playtime.

5 Holly’s magic closed the office door.
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6 They almost killed my sister.

/6

18 Complete the sentences with the correct words. Use ful after or un before the words
in bold.
1 One (lucky)
man tried to steal Butler’s watch.
2 “Ah, (care)
! If we leave without the Book, you’ll be dead in a day.”
3 She sat down for a moment and enjoyed the (beauty)
, quiet place.
4 “The news, Foaly, is that I’m very (happy)
!”
5 His screens were black for ten (pain)
seconds.
6 Holly was (sure)
What about Juliet?
/6
19 Complete these lists. Put the words from the box into the correct categories.
tunnel

bomb
cage

dwarf
dart

fairy
gun

underground
troll

Creatures:
Places:
Weapons:
/9
20 Read the definitions. Choose the correct words from the box. There are two extra words.
officer

magic

acorn

shield

watch

screen

helmet

law

safe

1 What is right and wrong in a place or country.
2 The flat, square part of a television or computer.
3 The hard fruit of a tree.
4 You can wear it and it tells you the time.
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5 When you make strange things happen that are not real.
6 Soldiers and police officers wear this on their heads.
7 Something that stops people from seeing you or hurting you.

/7
Total
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